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Birkofer: Promoting Acceptance of Cost Reduction Programs

One of the greatest problems in instituting work measurement
techniques is employee resistance. Here’s a case study of how
a deliberate program of winning employee participation in
developing the work measurement plan was used in —

PROMOTING ACCEPTANCE OF
COST REDUCTION PROGRAMS
by John Birkofer
Arthur Andersen & Co.

“It could not be applied in our
applied, work meas
type of operation.”
urement techniques are a valu
able tool in assisting management Different though these objections
may appear to be on the surface,
to control office costs. This state
many of them go back to the same
ment is widely accepted — in prin
underlying problem. Managers are
ciple. In practice, however, the use
afraid that a cost reduction pro
of these techniques as a continuing
gram will fail because employees
part of the management informa
and
supervisors will not accept the
tion and control system tends to be
disciplines imposed by such a pro
limited to a relatively small number
gram and will react with active or
of companies.
passive resistance.
Why? What causes the gap be
This is a valid problem. It is
tween theory and practice? When
generally understood that the suc
managers are asked why they have
cess of any program involving
not developed and maintained pro
change is directly related to the
grams of clerical cost control, they
degree of acceptance it receives
often come up with answers such
from the personnel concerned.
as these:
It is not, however, an insoluble
“We tried it, and it didn’t work.”
problem by any means. Much can
“It would have an adverse effect
be done to promote acceptance
on morale.”
cost reduction programs. One pow
“We don’t have anyone with the
erful tool is participation. There is
technical background and training.”
roperly
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much evidence to indicate that peo
ple tend to accept and foster their
own ideas and programs, or those
in which they have taken an active
part. Pride of authorship is a pow
erful motivating force.
How is this done? possible ap
proach can be illustrated by out
lining an actual case history from
our own consulting experience.
Problem

We were engaged by a large
manufacturing company to review
the operation of a central billing
department. In management’s opin
ion, the department was inefficient.
It was providing poor service, as
evidenced by continual complaints
from the field about delays in re
ceiving credit. Yet at the same time
it seemed to be overstaffed. The
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ed a ratio delay study, a random
This decision was conveyed to
for change were developed they
sampling study of workers’ activi
employees of the department by
were discussed with supervision,
ties and their utilization of their
supervision.
modified, and put into effect as
time. This study had indicated 25
soon as possible after agreement
per cent excess time in the depart
was reached. The process of devel
Credits section
ment.
oping acceptance through partici
Since the approach used was the
The department head and his
pation had begun.
same throughout the department,
supervisors had ignored recommen
The review of the sequence of
we will limit the discussion to the
dations that the staff be reduced
operations and flow charts brought
credits and special programs sec
improve personnel utilization. How,
to light several factors that were
tion by way of illustration. This
they asked, could they reduce the
contributing to low utilization of
section, which consisted of twelve
staff without a further deterioration
personnel and poor service.
clerks and a supervisor, was re
in service? The answer had not
sponsible for issuing credit on re
been provided in the initial study;
Organization
turned goods and for discounts
hence there was no acceptance.
attributable to special sales promo
One of the basic problems was
tions.
the way in which the section had
Basic approach
Preliminary discussions with the
been organized to process claims.
The objectives of our review
supervisor showed that he spent his
Each clerk was assigned a geo
were to find a way of reducing costs
time reviewing claims for adequacy
graphic section of the country con
and improving service and to imple
of the information contained in
taining a certain number of cus
ment a control system that would
them, answering questions, and
tomers; she only processed claims
enable supervision to maintain the
handling correspondence. To a
received from customers in her
improvement.
large extent his duties were clerical
territory.
The approach to be taken was
rather than managerial. He was not
Assignment of personnel on this
discussed in detail with the super
actually supervising.
basis tends to have some undesira
visors. In essence, it was as fol
As in any systems review, our
ble results. The work is not equally
lows: to review the organization
first step was to document in de
distributed, for not all customers
structure, combining and clarifying
tail the activities being performed
necessarily send in claims nor do
functions where appropriate; to re
by the employees and the sequence
those who do necessarily send in
view and revise methods and pro
of operations. This was done by in
the same number of claims. A clerk
cedures using the classic work sim
terviewing all the clerks. In the
with a low inventory of work is
plification techniques of combining,
interviewing, we asked not only for
likely to slow down her output sub
simplifying, eliminating, and modi
consciously. After all, no great
the details of how a job was done
fying; and to develop and install
but also for any criticisms or sug
pressure is being put upon her. The
controls that would enable super
clerk with an abnormally high in
gestions for improvement the clerks
vision to relate the volume of work
ventory, on the other hand, may
could offer.
to the time required to do the work.
step up her activity for a short
The results were reviewed daily
Any reduction in payroll cost
with the section supervisor and the
period of time, but her output will
resulting from the changes was to
department head for completeness
tend to fall off if she sees that her
be achieved through attrition rath
and accuracy, and their comments
associates are not so burdened or if

Requiring clerks to process claims by geographic region kept some overworked, some almost completely idle.
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Clerks sometimes had to search the entire department to locate an invoice that had been taken from the file.

she fails to make any progress in
reducing her backlog.
In this case, the clerks’ inven
tories of unprocessed claims ranged
from a low of 10 to a high of 110.
Obviously, the complaints were
coming from those with the large
inventories.
Discussion with the clerks and
the supervisor indicated no particu
lar advantage in having a clerk
associated with a particular custo
mer or territory. Accordingly, indi
vidual responsibility for a particular
district was abolished. In effect,
the clerks were organized as a
pool, and claims were assigned
on the basis of the clerk’s avail
ability.
Several of the clerks told the su
pervisor that they liked the change
— “Now everyone has the same
amount of work to do.” This pro
vided tangible evidence of accep
tance at the clerical level.
Procedures

Another problem affecting the
productivity of the clerks was the
procedure being used. In order to
Published
by eGrove, 1966
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issue credit, the clerk had to locate
the original invoice to verify the
price and determine the amount
the allowance, and she had to cross
reference the invoice to the credit
memo to show that credit had been
allowed. If the invoice was not in
the file, the clerk would check
throughout the department in an
attempt to find it. In a department
of some sixty people, processing
approximately 25,000 invoices a
month, this task could be very
time-consuming. It also injected a
considerable element of variance
into the time required to process
an invoice since it was impossible
to predict whether the missing in-
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voice would turn up on the first
desk or the sixtieth desk.
The practice of searching for
missing invoices was immediately
stopped. Instead, the credit clerks
were instructed to insert “flags” in
the invoice file. When the file clerks
replaced the invoices, the presence
of a flag showed that that invoice
was wanted by the credit section.
It was returned to the supervisor
to match to the claim and reassign.
Benefits

This minor change had several
benefits. It eliminated much of the
possibility of variance and thus did
away with a major excuse for poor
performance on the part of the
clerk. It eliminated the risk of ad
ditional wasted time if the invoice
were sought a second time while
it still was not in the file. It gave
the supervisor increased control
over the claims; since these claims
were kept in a separate file, the
supervisor was continuously aware
of claims that were potentially de
linquent.
The clerks themselves were
41 3
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Under the new procedure, the supervisor assigned work
in equal batches to each clerk, timing the assignment.

What management wanted:

a method of developing a
standard that would

not upset the routine of
the office, that would

incorporate the clerk’s
performance into the

final result, that
would be fair to
both clerk and company.

wholeheartedly in favor of this
change. It eliminated the frustrat
ing experience of expending a lot
of effort without accomplishing
anything. Thus, acceptance of the
program by the clerks was further
facilitated.
Work measurement

As the first step in establishing
supervisory control over the clerks’
performance, it was necessary
determine what constituted a rea
sonable amount of time in which
process a claim. The various work
measurement techniques available
to us were discussed in detail with
the supervisor and with manage
ment to determine which was the
most appropriate and would be the
most acceptable in the circum
stances. The various techniques con
sidered included time study, MTM
(methods-time-measurement), mas
ter standard data, clerical logging
of individual activity, and historical
performance record analysis.
What management wanted was
a method of developing a standard
that would not upset the routine
the office, that would incorporate
the clerks’ performance into the
final result, yet that would provide
a measure that was fair to both the
clerk and the company. According
ly, we decided to establish a “stan
dard” based on the actual perform
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ance of the clerks in a controlled
environment.
When we began testing perform
ance to establish standards, we
changed the method of assigning
work. Under the new method, af
ter the claims had been reviewed
by the supervisor they were count
ed and put in batches of equal size.
Instead of being put into the tub
file for processing at the option of
the clerk they were held under the
control of the supervisor. The clerks
came to him for their assignment.
When he assigned a batch, he
made a record of the clerk’s name,
the number of units, and the start
time. When the batch was returned,
he logged the finish time. Nothing
was said or done to indicate to the
clerk that anything other than nor
mal output was desired. When the
batch was returned, however, the
clerk was asked whether any prob
lems or difficulties that interfered
with normal processing had arisen.
Backlog vanishes

The advantages of directly as
signing the work and discussing
and eliminating processing prob
lems immediately became apparent
in the effect on the backlog. By the
end of two weeks it had declined
to 250 claims. The supervisor was
astounded. He was beginning to
realize that he indeed might have
Management Services4

too many people. He was Birkofer:
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clerks to
other departments
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of Cost Reduction
existing vacancies.
things that he had never been
This decision was transmitted to
aware of before. In fact, he was
the clerks with an explanation em
supervising.
phasizing that there was insuffi
cient work to keep everyone busy.
Standard
The clerks who were transferred
accepted it with good grace. So did
Taking the performance data
those who remained; since they
that had been accumulated during
now knew what was expected from
this test period, we converted the
them, they realized they were not
unit and time information to a
being overburdened.
claims per hour performance rate
There was a slight drop-off in
for each batch. This rate was then
productivity while the clerks ad
posted to another work sheet.
justed to the new situation. How
A pattern began to emerge. Some
ever, continued assignment of the
rates were very high and some were
work by the supervisor and fre
very low. The majority, however,
quent discussions with the clerks
were distributed around a few rates
their work performance quickly
per hour in a normal curve effect.
corrected this problem. Indeed, the
Thus, it was a simple matter for the
clerks’ productivity increased fur
supervisor to choose a reasonable
ther over the following months,
“standard.” There was no question
providing the best possible indica
in his mind about the validity of
With volume and
tion that the changes had been ful
the data. He had recorded the data
"standards" established,
ly accepted.
himself, and the rates represented
the actual performances of the
it was a simple matter
clerks.
Conclusion
During the period when per
to determine the
formance was being tested, we also
In the case just reviewed, care
proper manning to
developed volume information for
ful attention to the human relations
the preceding year. These figures
aspects of the situation nurtured
maintain the desired
were reviewed with the supervisor
positive attitudes that resulted in
and the department head to obtain
level of service.
complete acceptance of systems
their agreement.
change. Similar success should be
The computation indi
attainable in most cost reduction
programs. The major precepts that
cated that 40% of the
Manning
emerge from this case study may
manpower was in excess.
be summarized as follows:
With volume and “standards”
1. Remove the fear of the un
established, it was a simple matter
known by informing personnel that
to determine the proper manning
they will not lose their jobs as a
to maintain the desired level of
result of the study.
service. The computation indicated
2. Work closely with the clerks
that 40 per cent of the manpower
and
supervisors, and incorporate
was excess. The supervisor was
their
thoughts and ideas wherever
shocked, but we reviewed the de
possible.
velopment of the basic data with
3. Install changes only after the
him. The volume level was correct,
proposals have been thoroughly
and the standard was reasonable;
reviewed and general understand
the conclusion was inevitable. Both
ing and agreement have been
the supervisor and the department
achieved.
head conceded that they were over
4. Emphasize that the new sys
staffed.
tem is equitable because it pro
The need for some kind of action
vides a reasonable basis for evalu
was highlighted by the fact that
ating performance.
the section was rapidly running
5. Improve the supervisor’s abil
out of work. Claims for credit were
ity to evaluate clerical performance
entering processing even before the
objectively by providing a per
invoices had been filed from the
formance yardstick against which
branch offices. The decision was
all of the clerks can be measured.
made to transfer the unneeded
January-February,
1966
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